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1. Matcft List- lwith List- lland select

the conect answer from the codes

given below:

Lict- I List- ll

a.Tonnies 1. StatusandContract

b. Durkheim 2. Militantand lndustrial

c. Maine 3. Gemeinschaftand

Gesellschaft

d. Spenoer 4. Organicand Mecha-

nicalSolidarity

Godes :

abcd

(A)1 2 3 4

(B)3 4 1 2

(c)1 3 2 4

(D)2 1 3 4

2. With which of the following schools

of sociology "Ameliorism" is

associated ?

(A) Frcnch School

(B) British School

(C) ltalian School

(D) American School

aw-12n6 (2\

3. Who has written the book "The

Scoiological Imagination" ?

(A) C. W Mills

(B) A. Giddens

(C) P. Burger

(D) J. Gottman

4. Who defined community as "the

smallest territorial group that can

embrace allaspects of sociallife" ?

(A) Mannheim

(B) Ginsberg

(C) Maclver

(D) K. Davis

5. Practice of studying and making

judgements about other culture in

terms of one's own cultural

assumptions or bias and to treat the

way something is done in other

cultures is inferior to the way it is done

in one's own culture - is called as :

(A) CulturalUniversal

(B) Ethnocentrism

(C) Ethnomethodology

(D) CulturalDiffusion

Contd.



6. Which of the following statement is

not correct ?

(A) The membership of an

association is compulsory.

(B) Membership of an association

has limited significance as

compared to that of a

community.

(C) Associations are formed

(D)

deliberately to achieve defi nite

goals.

Associations and modern

formalorganizations share a lot

of features in common.

3. Associations lack stability

and temporary in nature

whereas institutions are

comparativety stable and

. permanent in nature.

4. Associations are abstract

in nature but institutions

are concrete in nature.

Which of these is/are correct ?

(A) l only

(B) 1and2

(C) 1 ,2 and 3

(D) 1,2and4

"Culture is that complexwhole which

includes knowledge, belief, art,

morals, law, custom and any other

capabilities acquired by man as a

member of society." This definition

was given by E. B. Taylor in his

book:

(A) AnaientCulture

(B) Primitive Culture

(C) AScientificTheoryofCulture

(D) Culture and Society

(Turn over)

7. Considering the following statement:

1. Association represents

some interests orgoals of

people, while institution

represents rules of

procedures

2. Cornparativelyassociations

are concrete, institutions

are abstract.

8.

(3)tw - 12t26



9. ln which book Charles Cooley has

discussed about primary group ?

(A) Mind, Self and Society

(B) Social Groups in Action and

tnteraction

(C) An lntroduction to the Theory of

Groups

(D) SocialOrganization :AStudyof

the Larger Mind

10. "Assimilation is a process whereby

attitudes of many persons are united

and thus developed into a united

group"-Who gavethis definition ?

(A) Sumner

(B) Nimkoff

(C) Bogardus

(D) Mead

11. Who has explained religion in terms

of a distinction between the sacred

. and profane ?

(A) MaxWeber

(B) Malinowski

(C) Durkheim

(D) Sorokin

tw -1a26

12. Who has defined power as "the

chance of a person or a number of

persons to realize their own will in

communal action even against the

resistance of others who are

participating in the action" ?

(A) T. Parsons

(B) MaxWeber

(C) Wieser

(D) Montesquieu

13. Who among the following does

not belong to French Schoo! of

Sociology ?

(A) Auguste Comte

(B) Emile Durkheim

(C) Vilfredo Pareto

(D) Montesquieu

14. Who is associated with the cognitive

historical approach of social

change ?

(A) Mckim Marriot

(B) Adrian Mayer

(C) Y. Singh

(D) Louis Dumont

Contd.(4)



15. Which of the following statement is

not correct ?

(A) Group is a collection of people

but institution is a setof norms.

(B) Group is an artificial creation,

institution is a natural growth.

(C) Group may be temporary but

institution is relatively

permanent.

(D) Group serves .a specific

p'urpose, institution has no

' purpose.

16. Some social changes do occur

without being noticed by most of the

people is known as :

(A) Latent Change

(B) Relative Change

(C) Absolute Change

(D) Manifest Change

17. Kammas are the dominant caste of

which state ?

(A) Karnataka

(B) Kerala

(5)tw -1u26

(C) Andhra Pradesh

(D) TamilNadu

18. Match List - I with List - ll and select

the correct answer from the codes

given below:

List- I List- tl

(Book) (Author)

a. SocialChange in India: 1. Milton

Crisis and Resilience Singer

b. An analysis of Social 2. Malinowski

Change

c. Structure and Change 3. G Wilson

in lndian Society

d. The Dynamics of 4. Y. Singh

CulturalChange:

An enquiry into Race

Relations inAfrica

Codes :

abcd
(A)4 3 1 2

(B)4 1 2 3

(c)2 4 3 1

(D)3 2 1 4

(Tum over)
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19. Who has defined that "Social List- I (Act) List- ll (Year)

Stratification is a horizontal division a. Hindu MarriageAct 1. 1954

of society into higher and lower b. Hindu SuccessionAct 2. 1gg4

socialunits" ?
c. SpecialMarriageAct 3. 1955

(A) Sorokin
d. FamilyCourtAct 4. 1956

(B) Gisbert
Codes

Munay abcd

Ogbum (A)3 4 1 2

20 (B)4 1 2 3

known as: (c)2 4 3 1

(A) Theoryof Elites (D)3 2 1 4

(B) Theory of Dominant Classes 22. The 'Okka' or the patrilineal and

(C) Theoryof Values patriloca! joint family is the basic

(D) Theory of Economic group among :

Determinism (A) Coorgs

21. Match List- I with List- ll and select (B) Todas

the correct answer from the codes (C) Dongaria Khonds

given below: (q) Kadars

(c)

(D)

Max's theory of social change is

lw - 12t26 (6) Contd



23. Match List- !with List- lland select

the correct answer from the codes

given below:

List- | List- ll

(Types of Family) (Explanation)

a. Patriarchalfamily 1.!n this wife goes 24.

and lives in

the husband's

family

b. Patrilocalfamily 2.ln this male is

the head of the

c. Patrilinealfamily 3.Whenamarried

couplelivetogether

in anewresiCence

instead of

husband'sfamily

orwife's family

d. Neolocal 4. !n this familythe

decent is traced

in the name of

male members

Codes :

abcd
(A)3 4 1 2

(B)4 1 2 3

(c)2 1 4 3

(D)3 2 1 4

Which of the following statement

about caste is not correct ?

(A) Caste are perceived as

hereditary group with a fixed

' ritualstatus.

(B) The members of caste have

either a high or low ritual status

in relation to othercastes.

(C) Caste is a close socialstratum

that determines its member's

prestige, occupation and social

relationships.

(D) Caste is an achieved status of

individual in lndian society.

Who has written the book "Land,

Caste and Politics in lndian States" ?

(A) KimbalYoung

(B) M. Ginsberg

(C) GailOmvedt

(D) Francis Bacon

family

25.

tw - 12t26 (7) (Tum over)



26. When a man marries to a woman of

higher caste is called as :

(A) Hypogamy

(B) Endogamy

(C) Exogamy

(D) Hypergamy

27. The ShardaAct of 1929 :

(A) Permitted widow remarriage

(B) Abolished child marriage

(C) Permitted women to marry

outside the caste

(D) Permitted woman to divorce

herspouse

28. ln which traditionalform of marriage

the groom gives a sum of money to

the bride's father and purchases the

bride in exchange of money ?

(A) AsuraVivah

(B) BrahmaMvah

(C) RakshasaVivah

(D) Paisacha Vivah

tw-12t26 (8)

29. When did Tebhaga Peasant

Movementoccur?

(A) 1e21-22

(B) 1ss1-32

(c) 1s4647

(D) 1e56-57

30. Who proposed the idea that the

society has passed through three

stages of its development -
"Theological, Metaphysical and

Positive" ?

(A) Auguste Comte

(B) Emile Durkheim

(C) Herbert Spencer

(D) MaxWeber

31. Who among the following has

supported the cyclical theory of

socialchange ?

(A) Spengler

(B) Ogbum

(C) Hobhouse

(D) Dumont

Contd.



32. Which among the following denotes

positional change ?

(A) Modernization

(B) Westemization

(C) lndustrialization

(D) Sanskritization

33. Who advocated theApplied Maxist

approach to the study of social

change in India ?

(A) A. Beteille

(B) M. N. Srinivas

(C) Y. Sinsh

(D) D. P. Mukerji

34. Who has written the book "social

Change in Modern lndia" ?

(A) S. C. Dube

(B) M. N. Srinivas

(c) Y. Sinsh

(D) T. K. Oommen

35. Find the incorrect option :

(A) "Oudh Kisan Sabha" was

headed by Lat Bahadur Shastri

tw-12t26 (e)

ln Awadh the Peasant

Movement was developed

under the leadership of Baba

Ramchandra.

Appiko Movement was

initiated underthe leadership of

Pandurang Hegde.

"Bharatiya Adimjati Sevak

Sangh" was founded by A.V.

Thakkar.

(B)

(c)

(D)

36. The book "Annihilation of Caste" is

written by:

(A) Jagjiwan Ram

(B) B. R. Ambedkar

(C) M. K. Gandhi

(D) Jyotiba Phule

37. Who was associated with

Satyasodhak Samaj ?

(A) Keshab Chandra Sen

(B) Atmaram Pandurang

(C) H. P. Blavtsky

(D) Jyotiba Phule

(Turn over)
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38. WhichArticle of lndian Gonstitution

recognizes the freedom to profess,

practice and propagate the

religion ?

(A) Article 25

(B) Article 46

(C) Article 30

(D) Article 31

39. Bishnoi Environmental Movement

was taken place in which state ?

(A) Karnataka

(B) Uttarakhand

(C) Rajasthan

(D) Madhya Pradesh

40. What is 'Muta' marriage among

muslims ?

(A) Permanent Marriage

(B) Temporary Marriage

(C) Marriage of groom to a bride

whose status is lowerthan him

(D) Marriage of groom to a bride

whose status is higherthan him

41. Which of the following criterion was

not used by Durkheim to define a

socialfact?

(A) Externality

(B) Constraints

(C) Values

(D) Generality

42. "Fetishism is a sub-stage of human

progress" was discussed by

whom ?

(A) Auguste Comte

(B) Emile Durkheim

(C) MaxWeber

(D) KarlMax

43. Which of the following is not the

contribution of Herbert Spencer ?

(A) The Principle o-f Psyihotogy

(B) DescriptiveSociology

(C) The Principle of Ethics

(D) The Mind and Society : A

, Treatise on Generalsociology

Contd.tw -12t26 (10)



44. Who has comprehensivelydiscussed

about "social Statics" in Sociology ?

(A) MaxWeber

(B) Emile Durkheim

(C) Auguste Comte

(D) Herbert Spencer

45. Which tribe/indigenous community

was studied by Emile Durkheim ?

(A) Zulu

(B) Chukchi

(C) Masai

(D) Arunta

46. Herbert Spencer has derived his

evloutionary scheme from the work

of:

(A) Kepler

(B) DanaIn

(C) NeMon

(D) Harvey

47. "Comte put forth a hierarchical

arrangement of sciences" -
Considering this which among the

following is nottrue ?

(A) ln order of the main historical

emergence and development

tw -12t26 ( 11 )

(B) ln order of the dependenoe

upon each other

(C) ln order whether they are

following scientific method or

not ?

(D) ln order of their decreasing

degree of generality and

increasing degree of

complexity

48. Who has extensively used the

concept of 'Collec'tive and tndivUtaal

Representations' in his sociological

analysis ?

(A) Emile Durkheim

(B) Auguste Comte

(C) MaxWeber

(D) Kad Max

49. The word 'Verstehen'comes from

which language ?

(A) French

(B) German

(C) Latin

(D) Portuguese

(Tum over)



50. Match List - I with List - tl by 52.

choosing the right answer from the

codes:

List- I List- lt

(Books/Works) (Authors/

Gontributors)

a. First Principles 1. Durkheim

b. The Rules of 2. Spencer 
53.

SociologicalMethod

c. GeneralEconomic 3. KarlMdx

Theory

d. AContributiontothe 4. MaxWeber

Critique of Political

Economy

Codes I s4.

abcd
(A)2 1 4 3

(B)4 1 2 3

(c)2 3 4 1

(D)3 2 1 4

51. Who among the following can be

considered as a conflicttheorist ?

(A) Durkheim

(B) Auguste Comte

(C) MaxWeber

(D) KarlMax

tw -1u26 (121

Which of the following classical

thinker compared society with an

organism ?

(A) Durkheim

(B) Spencer

(C) MaxWeber

(D) KarlMax

Who mentioned that crime is

"an integral part of al! healthy

society" ?

(A) Durkheim

(B) Spencer

(C) MaxWeber

(D) KadMax

He feltthat in social life, there was a

change from simple to complex forms

and from homogeneous to

heterogeneous form. Society

becomes integration of

differentiated parts. He developed

many of Comte's ideas and

explained his version of theory of

evolution. ldentiff this sociologist :

(A) Durkheim

(B) Spencer

(C) MaxWeber

(D) KarlMax

Contd.



55. Who describes society as a "reality

suigeneris" ?

(A) KarlMax

(B) Spencer

(C) MaxWebe

(D) Durkheim

56. Under certain circumstances the

religious beliefs and practices

dominantly influence the economic

behaviour. Who made use of this

idea in his study of develoPment of

capitalism ?

(A) KarlMax

(B) Spencer

(C) MaxWeber

(D) Durkheim

58. A systematic interpretative process

of understanding through which one

can understiand the meaning of action

em pathetically from actor's point of

view is called as :

(A) Verstehen

(B) ldealTypes

(c) Positivism

(D) Structuralism

59. The "Communist Manifesto" was

written in theyear:

(A) 1848

(B) 1838

(c) 1845

(D) 1842

60. Thefollowing fourclassicalthinkers

who infl uenced Sociology immensgly.

ldentiff the conect order in which they

appeared in Sociology:

(A) Karl Marx, Comte, Weber,

. Durkheim

(B) Comte, Weber, Durkheim, Karl

Max

(C) Karl Max, Comte, Durkheim,

Weber

(D) 'Comte, 
Karl Max, Durkheim,

Weber

4

57. Zweck-rational actions are otherwise

known as:

(A) AffectiveAction

(B) ValueorientedAction

(C) GoalorientedAction

(D) TraditionalAction

tw -12t26 (13) (Tum over)



61. Which of the following statement is

not true about capitalist economy ?

(A) There is private ownership of

means of production

(B) The economy is based on

maximization of profit

(C) There is centralized planning for

both production and wages

(D) There is a free market so that

both production and wages

depend upon the laws of

demand and supply

62. Who among the following is

associated with the idea of "Risk

Society" ?

(A) DanielBell

(B) Susan Baker

(C) L.Atthusser

(D) Ulrich Beck

63. The "Domestic Violence Act" was

passed in which year?

(A) 1e88

(B) 2oO1

(c) 2004

(D) 2005

64. Who has written the book "Staying

Alive: Women, Ecologyand Survival

in lndia" ?

(A) Vandana Shiva

(B) ArundhatiRoy

(C) Medha Patkar

(D) Amita Baviskar

65. Match List - I with List - ll by

choosing the right answer from the

codes:

List- | List- tl

(Authorl (Books)

a. Simone De Beauvoir 1. The Edible

Woman

b. MargaretAtwood 2. The Second

Sex

c.MaryWollstonecraft 3. TheDialectics

ofSex

d. Shulamith Firestone 4. Thevindbation

of the Rights

f Women:

WitrShndure

on Politicaland

MonalSubjec$

Codes

abcd
(A)4 1 2

(B)2 1 4

(c)2 3 4

(D)3 2 1

3

3

1

4

Contdlw -12126 (14)



66. Which of the following statment is

true ?

1. All change is

development.

2. Early Sociological

theoriesbyComte,

Spencer and Durkheim

viewed development and

change as interchangeable

and /or logically related

. terms

, 3. According to the

modernization theory the

end result of development

is prosperity and political

stablity.

4. Development refers to

unplanned process of

socialchange in modern

times.

(A) 1and4

(B) 2 and 4

(C) 2 and 3

(D) 1,2and3

67. Who has written the book

"Environmental Sociology'' ?

(A) John Hannigan

(B) George Ritzer

(C) Haralambos

(D) Alex lnkeles

68. Which one is not responsible for

globalwarming ? 'l

(A) Carbon Dioxide

(B) Nitrous Oxide

(C) Methane

(D) Hydrogen

69. liaj Mahalisthreatened by:

(A) Methane

(B) Carbon Monoxide

(C) Sulphur Dioxide

(D) Ozone

70. Kyoto Protocol.was signed to control

emission of :

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

Hydrogen

Carbon Monoxide

Green House Gases

Sulphur Dioxide

lw - 12t26 (15) (Tum over)



71. Who has carried out the analysis of

gender roles in some of the most

widely used pre-school children's

book finding several clear

differences in gender roles ?

(A) Lenore Weitzman

(B) GayatriChakravortySpivak

(C) Philip Kitcher

(D) Glenn and Weaver

72. Who said that gender learning is

concentrated in Oedipal phase at

about age four orfive ?

(A) Chodorow

(B) Freud

(C) Gilligan

(D) Sayers

73. \Mich French novelistand critricsaid

- "women were primarily excluded

from the more'public' activities in

which males are free to engage" ?

(A) -Chodorow

(B) Simone De Beauvoir

(C) Janet Sayers

(D) Firestone

74. ln which yearwomen of Great Britain

had gotrightto vote on the same term

as men ?

(A) 1e23

(B) 1e25

(c) 1e28

(D) 1e38

75. Who had established the first lndian

girl's school in Pune and worked to

abolish the discrimination and unfair

treatment of people based on caste

and gender ?

(A) SavitribaiPhule

(B) Aruna Roy

(C) Pandita Ramabai

(D) KadambiniGanguly

76. ln which ofthe following BooUReport

the concept of "sustainable

. Development"was introduced ?

(A) The Silent Spring

(B) The Brundt-land Report

(C) Limits to Growth

(D) The Uninhabitabte Earth

tw -1a26 (16) Contd.
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77. Whose work "Small is Beautiful :A

Study of Economics as if People

Mattered" was highly influenced by

Mahatma Gandhi's vision of "Gram

Swaraj" i.e., self sufficient but

interlinked village republic with

decentralized small scale economic

structure and participatory

democracy ?
a

(A) E. F. Schumacher

(B) Barbara Wood

(C) Ulrich Beck

(D) DanielYergin

78. Which indicators are used in the

Human Development lndex (HDl) ?

1. Standard of living

2. Education / Knowledge

3. Life expectancy I Long

and healthy life

4. Condition of environment

(A) 1 and Zonly

(B) 1,2and 3 only

(C) 1,2and4 only

(D) 1, 3 and 4 only

79. When was Gender lnequality lndex

(Gll) introduced ?

(A) 2010

(B) 2013

(c) leee

(D) 2oo2

80. Which statement depicts the best

definition of sustainabte dwelopment ?

(A) lt means only economic

development in a fixed period.

(B) lt means optimal utilization of

natural resources.

(C) Use of natural resources

without considering the need of

the future generation.

(D) Present generation fulfils its

needs while considering the

need of thefuture jeneration as

well.

(Tum over)lw -12126 (17 )



81. Nationa! Education Policy was (B) Analyzing huge scale

approved in which year? qualitative data

(A) 2018 (C) Adopting huge scale natural

(B) 201e

(c) 2020 (D) Mixing ofdifferentmethodsand

(D) 2021 theoretical analysis of same

82. Which of the following is not a push subject of study byone ormore

factor of rural to urban migration ? researcher

(A) unavailability of job in rural g4. ldentify the correct sequence in

areas socialresearch :

(B) Poverty in ruralarea 1. Generalization

(C) Declining agricultural 2. DataAnalysis

production in rural areas
Review of Literature

(D) lncreasing practice of religion

Formation Hypothesis

in ruralareas

83. Triangulation is a method of assessing

2,3,zand 1

validityof one's research ?

3,4,2and 1

(A) Collecting three generational

data
2,3,4 and 1

3.

4.

4,2,3 and 1(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

(18)

I

tw -12126 Contd.
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85. Match List- lwith List- lland select

the correct answer from the codes

given below

List- I List- ll

a. Empirical research 1. Knowledgethat

free from bias

b. Objectivity 2. Personalbias

c. Subjectivity 3. Established

knowledgewith

empirical

evidence

d. Fact 4. Field based

data

Codes :

abd
(A)1 4 2 3

(B)4 3 1 2

(c)4 1 2 3

(D)1 3 4 2

86. When a particutartechnique applied

repeatedly to the same phenomenon

producing the same resutteach time,

it is said to have :

(A) Neutrality

(B) Probability

(C) Subjectivity

(D) Reliability '

tw - 12t26 ( 1e )

87. Match List- lwith List- lland select

the correct answer from the codes

given below:

List- I List- ll

a.socialresearch l.Obeservation

utilizing intensive

stndyoffercases/unib

b. A list of questions 2. Case study

prepared and sentto

litemtepersonstogive

their responses

c. A prepared list of 3. lnterview

questions asked to

respondenb in ahce

fo face situation

d. A systematic and 4. Questionnaire

deliberabstudyhrough

eye ofspontaenous

occurren@s atthe

time they oceur

Codes :

abcd
(A)431
(B)4 3 1 2

(c)4 1 2 3

(D)1 3 4 2

| (Tumover)



88. Who among thefollowing haswritten

the book"Basic Research Methods:

An entryto SocialSciences" ?

(A) Ritzer

(B) Gerard Guthrie

(C) Goode and Hatt

(D) Collins

89. Which one of the following is

considered as probability sampling ?

(A) A sample selected by lottery

from thetotal

(B) A sample selected of those

who are available

(C) Asample selected considerirg

the purpose of research

(D) A sample selected by

considering various categories

' ofrespondent

90. Who'among the following has

discussed about the pre-industrial

citY ?

(A) G. Sjoberg

(B) Ogbum

(C) Ghurye

(D) Bogardus

tw -1a26

91. Who among the following has given

the theory of 'urbanism' in an essay

'urbanism as a way of life' in 1938 ?

(A) Louis Wirth

(B) W. F. Ogbum

(C) Woodward

irl Zimmerman

92. Match List- I with List- tl and select

the correct answer from the codes

givdn below:

List- I List- tl

(Book) (Authors)

a.Themetropolitan 1. ElmerPebrson

community

b. HappyCity: 2. R. D.McKenzie

Transforming our

livesthrough urban

design

c. Cities are abnorrnal 3. LandsMurnfcrd

d.The culture of cities 4. Charles

Montgomery

Codes :

abcd
(A)2 4 3 1

(B)4 3 1 2

(cJ4 1 2 3

(D)2 4 1 3

( 20 ) Contd.
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93. Who among the following gave the

concept of rural-urban continuum ?

(A) E. W. Burgess

(B) Robert Redfield

(C) Louis Wirth

(D) Robert Park

94. Find outthe median in the following

series of entrance test scores

by choosing the correct code.

Scores:

480, 333, 229,540, 380, 2:10, 410,

519,625, 345.

Codes :

(A) 345

(B) 355

(c) 3e5

(D) 410

95. The 'sector theory' of urban growth

was advanced by:

(A) Hoyt

(B) Maclver

tw -12t26

(C) Barnes

(D) Wirth

96. Who has classified cities on the basis

of their principalactivites ?

(A) Ullman

(B) Maclver

(C) E. E. MunE

(D) Burgess

97. Who has described cities as "Sinks

of civilization" ?

(A) Wallace

(B) Spengler

(C) Sorokin

(D) Robert Park

98. When Government of lndia adopted

family planning programme ?

(A) 1e50

(B) 1e4e

(c) 1e52

(21)

(D) 1e54

(Tum over)



99. DOTS is a National Programme to

address:

(A) Malaria

(B) Filariasis

(C) Tuberculosis

(D) HrV-ArDS

100. WhichArticle of lndian Constitution

provides for u niversal free education

upto the ageof 14?

(A) Article 48

(B) Article 45

(C) Article 55

(D) Article 56

a
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SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK
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